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About This Game

Kink: A twist, curl, curve or bend in something that is otherwise straight. Use your drawing skills to trace over looped curves
created by the game, and avoid the black spot or you will get kinked. Score points while you trace correctly, and complete each
curve while increasing the level of challenge. Compare your score on baKno’s Top Players list. Kink generates random looped
curves for you to trace over. You can start tracing from any portion of the curve. A black spot appears at the opposite portion

and starts to follow the curve in the same direction you took. Avoid touching this dot or you will get kinked. If traced correctly a
new curve is created with an increased level of difficulty.
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Title: Kink
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
baKno Games
Publisher:
baKno Games
Release Date: 30 Aug, 2014

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: XP

Processor: Intel Single Core

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 2004 GPU

Storage: 200 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Arabic,Japanese,Korean,Portuguese,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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I was VERY pleasantly surprised with this game. It definitely does have the feel of a mobile game brought to PC\/MAC, but
that doesn't take away from very relaxed vibes I got playing this game. It's equal parts resource management, timing, strategy,
and speed clicker. I thouroughly enjoyed this game after having some herb. The only down side to this game, is that there are a
couple of levels where the ammount of clicks neccesary to kill ghosts is quite exessive.

I would still pay for it at full price, but full disclosure I got this game for $1.39.. If you're looking for a visual novel that has an
amazing story that would get you glued to your seat for more then you might want to find something else.

But for those of you looking for a visual novel that allows you to turn your brain off and allow you to enjoy cute girls? Then this
is that game for you!. Really an interesting game. initally like a zip. but gets confusing and harder. Really enjoyed this game..
For an JRPG, it's really bad with characters that are bland and a poorly written dialogue with perpetual misspellings. The story is
full of plot holes straight from the beginning. The protagonist sister has the gift to heal (as in a very low level heal spell) and for
some strange reason never fully understood, an organization wants her for this cure 1 spell equivalent. Shortly after you lose her
(like 1 hour gameplay in), you find a low level heal spell to equip on any party member (and this organization doesn't want the
character you choose to place it on!). To me, that renders the plot moot. And the more I play it, the more the story comes off as
if it were written by an 8th grader with no deep understanding of governments, societies, or politics (the creator can't even spell
"politics" correctly). Save your money and buy yourself a soda and a candy bar at the gas station.. No, just don't. Unless you
bought the collector pack with this game in it I cannot in good concious recommend this game to anyone unless you're
determined to play every Nancy Drew game. Out of all the games in her series I've played this is the worst.

Why? It's boring. The story is totally uninteresting, the characters are uninteresting and are weak suspects and the game play is
tedious. Checking boards for notes all around school is not my idea of fun, especially if you miss one and have to go around the
school ten times to figure out which one it was. Any other sort of normal puzzle was lacking, the whole game is you doing pretty
much nothing. The few puzzles that do pop up aren't even that fun.

I finished this game because I wanted to say I did and catch the bad guy but it was a painful task.. Very fun little game, only has
mixed reviews because people can't read.. I don't recommend this.

 I'll start with the technical issues. For a voxel based game that really isn't trying to do very much, this runs like crap. My
computer isn't at all state of the art, but I expect more than 20 fps at minimum settings. Which leads me to another technical
issue: there are no real options to work with. You can turn off backgrounds, pick between two resolutions, and make it full
screen. That's roughly it. I can't even disable V-sync. It astounds me that a somewhat official game being released to steam in
2017 doesn't have these basic settings. The whole thing smells vividly like a hacked together pc port for consoles. I haven't
checked this, but the menus also can't be controlled with the mouse, and the menu prompts come up as controller inputs. You do
the math.
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On to the graphics. This game isn't much to look at. The blocky voxel aesthetic looks a little cheap when it's done right.
Meanwhile, this game doesn't know how to do it right. The blocks are huge so enemies come out looking blocky and goofy. The
platforms just look as low poly as they actually are. The one saving grace here is that you can create your own character in a
relatively well designed editor. This is where the voxel based graphics really tend to shine, and it's likely the gimmick that
inspired this ill conceived aesthetic. You can also edit your pickups. The thing that bothers me more than anything else is that
they didn't even get the classic mode right. They literally just had to rip the textures from the original game to make me happy.
If they wanted to go above and beyond, then they could have crafted a modernized version of those graphics. Instead this game
will continue to force feed you the same drab platforms that they've thrown at you in the other modes. It just looks lazy.
They've also got this really weird first person mode where you can't see anything and have to look at a normal screen overlay
just to play. I have no idea what they were thinking with that gimmick.

Finally, the gameplay. I wont say much about this. You probably already know how loderunner plays if you're interested in this
revival. Some of the mechanics are still very fun. I love messing up and getting trapped in my own hole. This game doesn't add
any new wrinkles to the formula though. In fact, basics like bombs are nowhere to be seen.

My final verdict: You'd be better off just downloading the original loderunner. It's more charming graphically, and it plays
better as well. This game runs much more poorly than it should, it looks terrible, and it does the bare minimum that it can get
away with. The single thing of value that came out of this is the neat little character editor, and even that isn't an original idea..
Good game !! i like this
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Like the board game. On your computer.. I love this game.. The game worked for about 2 hours of play time, but now it won't.
It will constantly freeze every few seconds and I have to minimize and pull it back up to run it for a few more seconds. I tired to
get a steam refund, but I can't, and they won't tell me why. So, I think it is a computer overheating piece of trash.

Even if the game worked I would be disappointed. Sure, it's fun to clash some armies together, but that's it. After an hour or so,
the game becomes repetitive, there is nothing new to do.

DON'T SPEND $15 BUCKS ON IT.
IT SHOULD BE $1 OR $0 FOR THE QUALITY AND CONTENT. this game is awesome. WARNING: No updates since
launch (3 months) and developer is completely silent. Best avoided until an update arrives to prove it hasn't been abandoned.

4.3 out of 10 (will revise review when updates arrive)

The initial ea release of 16 stages takes just a few minutes to blast through the lot so theirs not much here but does present
replay credentials. Some stages are better than others and most of the stages re-use the same assets with a variation on the
challenges. Visually the game is sparse but that's okay for a target shooting game.

Others have compared this to Point Blank. Well that's a loose comparison at best, DoubleTap is mearly a take on the Point
Blank mini-game arcade shooting gallery concept but no way compares to Point Blank; DoubleTap is still very rough with only
30% of the stages, no leaderboard, primitive presentation, no difficulty levels or any in-game setting options.

The thing is I've enjoyed what I've played so far, but with early access being a gamble and the intital content delivered here
feeling like the minimum possible delivered for a early access release I can't genuinely recommend DoubleTap until I see
further development updates. It's a cheap price but I have concerns this game has been abandoned by the developer.. This game
is kinda fun if you play it for what it is, i.e. an arcade battleships game.
The distances/angles are sketchy and very random, but its quite satisfying to land a salvo of shells on target.
I found the game easier to play and get my head around in it`s normal desktop mode. The VR mode is well implemented but I
preferrred playing the game on a normal screen, (maybe thats just me though).. The AI can be either as dumb as a rock or a
startling cheat dependent on the level you are playing at.
Not a bad game, a little overpriced but worth buying on sale.
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